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Abstract 

The equation describing the scattering of the neutral pseudoecalar mesons In the low 
energy region Is Investigated. The general solution obtained Is similar to that of the Chew
Low equation found by Castlllejo, Dalitz and Dyson7l/ • The solution has too different pos
sible aeympto~c 11_ehavlours at high energy. I~ the first case, the scattering amplitude de
creases as ( ,.£ ) -1 at high energy; It corresponds to the result of the fenormallzable 
perturbation t eory.- In the second case, the amplitude decreases as .,:-~ , such solution 
has no correspondence with the result of the renormallzable perturbatid!l tneory. In certain 
sense, It Is connected with the non-renormalizable Lagrangian ( ii..N:f~.l'tJ' )2. The se
cond class of solutions has a number of lnterestin11 properties. In !Saltlcular, It shows dege
neracy In the limit of the switching off of the Interaction. 

1. Introduction 

In the last few years, atteinpts have been made to build the theory of strong interaction in the low energ; 

region based on the analytic property of the scattering amplitude as postulated by Mandelstam2 and the uni

tarity coMmon. They all start from the assumption that the scattering amplitude in the low energy region is 

essentially determined by the nearest singularities/3/, so that a self-contained theory of the low energy 

phenomena can be formulated without the detailed knowledge of the high energy processes. It is therefore 

justified to approximate the unitarity condition by the contributions from the two particles intermediate 

states. Such approximate unitarity condition together with the spectral representation lead to a system of 

non-linear equations for the scattering amplitudes/2,4/. 

These equations involve two continuous variables and are very complicated. Further approximation is 

made by using the first few terms of the Legendre expansion to represent the scattering amplitude. Using 

this method, Chew and Mandelstam/5/ obtained a closed system of non-linear integral equations for the 

lowest partial waves of the ~1i"- scattering. Equations for a number of other processes have been 

derived in a similar approach afterward/6, 7/. 

In these papers, the imaginary parts of the scattering amplitudes in the crossing integrals are obtained 

by analytic continuation with the help of the Legendre expansion into the region /etJJ8/ >.f. Large 

errors are introduced by keeping only the first few terms of the Legendre expansion/8,9,10/. The errors 

are particularly serious in the high energy region of the crossing processes. Integrals involving higher par

tial waves even diverge. ThP. solutions of the equations are unstable with respect to small perturbations in 

the high energy region. In particular, the analytic continuation with the help of Legendre expansion leads 

to the inconsistency of the results on the parameters of the f -wave resonance of the A" 7[- scat-

tering derived from the investitdtion of the 7C AI-' scattering on the one hand and that of the nucleon 

structure on the other/111. It also leads to difficulty in the search for a stable solution of the equation for 

the 7i' 7i- scattering with a large ,P - wave. 

The analytic continuation of the scattering amplitude into the region I CDS e /.::>~ with the help 

of the Legendre expansion leads therefore finally to results in contradiction with the initial assumption on 

the self-containedness of the low energy processes. The above mentioned difficulties raise doubt on the 
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possibility of building a self-contatned theory of the strong interaction in the low energy region. 

However, we believe, that such pessimism is not yet well founded. It is very probable, that the above 

mentioned difficulties can be overcamed by using a somewhat different approach to the derivation of the 

equations for the partial waves proposed in/9,10/. In this approach, no use is made of the analytic conti

nuation with help of the Legendre expansion. The structure of the crossing integrals of the equations for 

the partial waves is quite different from that of the equations of the Chew-Mandelstam type. In particular, 

these integrals converge better in the high energy region. This new approach may lead to an explanation of 

the low energy phenomena free from internal contradiction. It is therefore interesting to obtain the numerical 

solutions of the equations for the partial waves of various processes, first of all, that of the 2'1r-scat

tering. The equations for the 1l" T- scattering are derived in/8/ using the new approach. A simpli

fied version of the equations is proposed in/9/, where it is assumed, that the f- and 1!1/- waves are 

small in comparison with the $- and p- waves and can thus be neglected. In fact, these equations were 

derived by only using the dispersion relation for the forward scattering, which has been proved rigorously. 

Before embarking on the numerical solution of these equation, it is useful to have some indication on 

certain general properties of the equations of such type. However, the analytical investigation of the equa

tions proposed in/9/ turns out to be rather complicated. Therefore, we study first the neutral version of the 

equations proposed in/!::l,: The investigation leads to a number of important conclusions, which have to be 

taken into account during the analytical investigation and the numerical solution of equations of such type. 

D. The Integral Equation and the 3ehaviour 

of its Solution m the High Energy Region 

In the case under consideration, there is only one invariant scattering amplitude /1 , which is a 

function of three usual invariant variables 

S= 4'(v·u) / u ::a -2v(l.,.~) , t = -zu(t-c} ( 2.1 ) 

where \) -: ~· C := cos e ; f and tl are the momentum and the scattering angle in the 

.center of mass system respectively. As a result of the crossing symmetry, ;( is symmetric with respect 

to all three variables in (2.1 ). Its Legendre expansion contains therefore only terms of even degree. In ac

cordance with the approximation used in/9,10/, we approximate the forwmd scattering amplitude by the 

5 -wave 

lf(v, ~=f) a" /l,(v) e /ltv}. ( 2.2 ) 

Taking into account, that 

~nd that A is a symmetrical function of 

,#(v) = em /lfv.,.,.l) 
c~CJ 

S and L/ , we obtain 
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II f-;- v J =- ~ -If ( v _;. ( 2.3) -

The unitarity condition for the S -wave can be written in the form 

:fm lf(v) = /((v) /..ffvJ/
1
/ ,({v/~: a-.. ( 24) 

This formula is exact only ttp to tJ-1 , where the first inelastic process begins to appear. We assume, 

however, that even if ( 2.4) .is used for all v~o. the solution in the region of small \) reaeives 

only unimportant modifications due to the error of ( 2.4) · in the high energy region. From ( 2.4) follows, 

that #fv} is finite, so that one subtraction is sufficient for the dispersion relation. We choose to make 

the subtraction at the symmetrical point V • J,4 and obtain 

1/f"J ·A+ v~~~J. ( 2.5) 

From ( 2.5 ) is obvious,. that the assumption 

t',·,., k ~tv/ :::. c > 0 
v .. .,. a A. . J • 

leads to loqarithmical increase of ~Un'/v, as V ... 000 in contradiction with ( 2.4 ). Thus, we 

have Af-J-0 . The equation for 1/(vj can therefore be written without subtraction. 

-
/lfv)• ;!-/.J'n-J.#fvJ/vfv -+ 1 jdv/ 

.-.: o v!tt.v.n ' 
( 2.6) 

From ( 2.6 ) follows 

( 2. 7) 

Therefore, the equation ~thout subtraction ( 2.6 ) is mathematically equivalent to the equation 

with subtraction ( 2.5 ). It follows therefore, that the existence of the manifold of the solutions connected 

with the parameter A is not a consequence of the subtraction. 

m. The Solution of the Equation 

It is convenient to introduce the following new variable 

( 3.1 ) 
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Equation ( 2.4) has then the form 

JW7 8fw) = ~(WJ.) /8 (t.J)j~· fltw)a frfv) ,; w ~I (3.2) 

while ( 2.6 ) becomes 

CICI 

Bfw) == ff 
I 

f_, 8 ('l.cJ/ of w ', 
'-<.} '- c.cJ 

( 3.3 ) 

.. 
The equation ( 3.3 ) can be -solved by the method of Castillejo, Dalitz and Dyson 1. The function 8dl) 
as a function of the complex variable ~ • W-1- ij' has the following properties: 

1. analytic in the complex plane ~ with a cut [.f, 00
) along which 

:f, 8(4J.,.lo) = ~(w} /8(w.,.;o)/~ 
It is evident from ( 3.3 ) that 

/J*f~) = /}(~·). 
2. is a generalized 'J2 -function 

:fm Bf;J -Af~Jk I 
J 

A{~)· .Lj._ lt.rw'J / IJt'w~/l. w ~ , 
' I w ~ ~ 1~ -'4l > o . 

Thus, f3 f~) has no zero except possibly on the real axis and at infinity. 

3. Bfc.~) is real and larger than zero for W real ana smaller than 1. 

4. 8 ~} may have any number of isolated zeros in the interval { 11 I(!JtiO} , 

Let us investigate the function 

H(;J• 
I 

( 3.4 ) 
t3f*') 

Hli.J has the following property: 

l. f/(i') is analytic in the complex 

;y_, /1(4J4io)•-J.I411J.Besides, there is 

plane with the cut {i 1 oo} , along which 

lf(,•J= HJr~J. 

2. Hft~) is a generalized J€ - function, has no zero when :ln-.~ #0· 

3. /161) has no pole except in the inter val (11 00} where· there may be any number of isolated 

poles of the first order. Poles of Higher order have not the properties of the generalized ...€ - function. 

4. fl~) has no zero on the real axis. It follows, that the general form of fl(t"} is 

--
-%-~-

t • 
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From ( 3.5 ) follows 

.)',K(~J::-~~f;/t~J~c +E ,e~t j 
/w.,-~/z. 

x(l)= ..L T ~(c..J'J clt.cJ' 
T' /w'-el' . 

In order that /i(~) has the property specitied in L. t~ere must be 

c~o 

( 3.5.) 

( 3.6) 

( 3. 7) 

HN)decreases monotonously in the interval (-fJIOJ J}. In order that Hf~) has the property 

spec111ed in 4), so that it has no zero in this interval, it is necessary and sufficient, that 

where 

Qo denotes the Legendre function of the second kind. 

{), ( f} ~-~ t', J- I if is defined as: 
jo#f " 

~- /(;-1-~ 
Vi;; +I-V+ I 

Summarizing, we have the following general solution of the equation ( 3.3) .. -

( 3.8) 

( 3.9 ) 

( 3.10 ) 

The function N,(w) is defined in ( 3.6 ), ~ 
1 

C 
1 

/Z#f have to satisfy the conditions ( 3.7) and 

( 3.8 ). The condition ( 2. 7 ) is a consequence ot the conditions ( 3. 7 ) and ( 3.8 ). 
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IV . Comparison with the Result of the Perturbation Theory 

It is interesting to see the correspondence between ( 3.10 ) and the result of the perturbation theory. 
Assuming that )... is small, we may develop the denominator of ( 3.10) and obtain 

"L 

AcvJ = ~ + frJ(C2.v,.,J~) 1-..\z.c(~V+I)~+ A4cz.v+d"JI.(cJ.v+•>1.) +0(~). ( 4.1 ) .. 
The first two terms in ( 4.1 ) correspond to the first and second order contributions in the perturbation 

theory based on the interaction Lagrangian 

(D) 

~~ = ~~'f~. 
8 

( 4.2 ) 

The fourth term corresponds to the pole contribution of th!'! second order terms in the perturbatiEm theory 

from the i11tercrction Lagrangian 

e{, 'II) 
M1.t" 

= 2: '"" +"' lf ~ ,. . ( 4.3 ) 

(See in this connection the paper of Dysen13/). </'" describes here the unstable pEil'ticle with the mass 

""',._) ~. The relation between 3,_ , .\ , ""'~ , w~ and ~"' ct!ln be established eGisily in the 

.theory of perturbation. 

The third term is in a certain sense connected with the non-renormalizable interaction Lagrangian 

.[, ~.,., = 
""":t f[( ~.#J.I(J)""-!. ~] 

~/"" ,_.~ J y ( 4.4) 

with J : ~ -,z; ..\ 3. C, 

Of course, the connection between ( 4.4 ) and the third term in ( 4.1 ) is not clear cut, as there is yet 

no consistent theory of perturbation for such intercrction Lagrangian. Hewever, it is shown by one of the 

author/14/, that similar case exists in the non-relativistic theery. We postpone the discussion about this 

interesting f'Oint to the last secti0n and limit ourselves in the present section to the discussion of the cor

respondence between the first two terms of ( 4.1 ) and the interaction Lagrangian ( 4.2 ). 

The first and second order contributions to the S -wave in the perturbation theory can be calculat-

ed easily. 

We 0btain 
A 1'· th. . .::. A., + 

"'% (l.J 
_,! A (v) + . ... 
'7"C ;. ih. ( 4.5) .. ,, 

Here the am~lituae is renormalized at the threshold. The suffix ~ ll. denotes here the results of the 

perturbation theory. A '"''a!) is of the following form: 
. If fir. 

u.) • ~ 1-x a.(') A (}1) = 6 - 4.-R Q,lr-) - - Qll( G) - ~ X Q. ;f 
/!tla.. G M 

( 4.6) 

( 4 

.... 

~-

... 
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( 4.5) and ( 4.6) should be compared with the first two terms of ( 4.1 ), which can be w~::'on in the 

form ( 4.5 ) by transfering the point of renormalization to the threshold. We have then 

( :&. ' a. A..:.fi. (JI) : .4 - .:..;; Q. C.&) - ~ QCI (~). ( 4·7) 

The suffix ·~. Cf h denotes here the results derived from the integral equation. The first order term in \, 

in the perturbation theory agrees with that of the solution of the integral equation by definition. It is interes

ting to compare the second order terms in ...\.
0 

given in ( 4.6 ) and ( 4. 7 ) at the threshold. 

a) In the perturbation theory 

A ,a., 
;. til.. 

·~ ! 
: - - Jll: 3 

b) In the solution of the integral equation 

A.'") 
"'·~· 

, 
= .. -" 

,. a. 
-~ -IT 3 

At the threshold of the first inelastic process at 
(&J 

A f.th. c J J = - 3, S'.Z. I i 

~ = 3 

.... 

.Z.4o J 
-~ .... 
11" 

We see therefore the solution of the integral equation agrees very well with the corresponding result 

of the perturbation theory in the low energy region. Error of the second order term is 6% at )I :: ~ . This 

agreement supports the initial assumption on the possibility of building a self-contained theory of the strong 

interaction in the low energy region. 

V . Tbe Solution with Resonance 

-From t 3.10 ) follows . that there are two different kinds of possible asymptotic behaviour for the so-

lutions of the integral equation as V ~ """ 

a) 

( 5.1 ) 

which corresponds to the absence of non-renormalizable interaction. 

b) 
( 5.2 ) -

' )I a. 

which corresponds to the non-renormalizable interaction Lagrangian ( 4.4 ). These asymptotic behaviours 

do not depend on the function .R (-..) , which describes the influence of the unstable particles. For the 

sake of simplicity, we shall limit our discussion to the case, in which there is no unstable particle. This 

is equivalent to the case, in which the phase shift of the scattering never becomes zero in the interval 

0 <: p < ... It is then obvious, that there is no fesonance in the solution of the type a), while in the so

lution of the type b) there is a resonance at the point vh. c f (~ - 1 } • i, ( )1.¥ - r ) • ( 5.3) 
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If~ and f are magnitudes of the same order, the resonance occurs in the low energy region. The resonance 

solution for s:nall ~ can be written in the following form 

.A/& 
A (1' > .: ~,., . "" . 

'- - _,- j((tl) ~(J>) a. ..... , .. 

+ 
1--&. 

~~~ .. I 1+-
~~·' 

+ i ~ J<t-I•V)II(-1-V) 

" 
In the limiting case of~ .. o, the imaginary part of A't~)can be approximated by the I -functions 

- .... 
;...,4,.,,~ ~ Cl'...,+i l{ l£v4 -v)-/(ll,.,+v+r>}. 

The real part can be represented by the pole terms 

"JL +" +' }. ~e. A LV J ~ A .L { --1.-T C vJL + a. ) V~~o-., + 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

Therefore with~ fixed, the width approaches zero with ,\ . In the case of ..\ ~ D , we obtain there-

refore non-zero solution. At the point of resonance V"' , which can take arbitrary value, the phase shift 

jumps suddenly from 0 to ?r . Thus the solution shows degeneracy at -' a D • 

It is to be noticed, that in this case, the e(. -wave A.& will be proportional to ~ • Its main con

tribution comes from the crossing integral. It is always small due to the large denominator appearing in the 

integral. For example, in the interval 0 < )7 < ' and ~i\. • 3 the numerical estimation shows ,p-

I"Aa.'tl) ' '~ -::7(;, , . 
It is very likely, that the equations describing the scattering of the charged ~-mesons have also 

different types of solutions similar to those given in ( 3.10 ). It can be shown, that the solutions of the equa

tions for the scattering oi the charged '1t- mesons tend to zero as 't1 .. ., • Beside the type of solutions 

with the asymptotic behaviour A' 1', 1., .. ., - .,.:. ~ which corresponds to the result of the renor

malizable perturbation theory, there may exists another type of solutions, which tends to zero quicker then 

~ ll as l1 ~ - . Such type of solutions will also exhibite degeneracy in the limit of the switching 

off of the interaction as described above. 

We would like to add here a few remarks on the possibility of obtaining the solution ( 3.10 )'with the 

" ~" method proposed by Chew and Mandelstam/5/. The form of th~P-integral representation for the func

tion j) depends very much on the asymptotic behaviour or the phase shift as t1 • ~. This representation 

is determined only up to a polynomials of the .,. ~ degree, where 

"'- • ~ { ,,_, -tic•,}. 
The form of the representation -(V.l2 ) proposed in/5/ corresponds to t1 • o . Thus from the outset, Chew 

and Mmdelstam excluded the possibility of the existence of an odd number of resonances of the partial wavef . 

The equations of the form ( V .ll ), ( V.l2) of/5/ cannot have solutions of the form ( 5.4 ). It needs a 

second subtraction of the equation ( V.l2) to make the existence of the resonance solution of the form 

• 
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( 5.4 ) possible. Taylor arrived at the same conclusion in his recent worlJl7 I, 

It is to be pointed out, that equations of the type ( V.ll ), ( V.l2) derived with the • E,. method are 

not convenient for ensuring the crossing symmetry of the real part of the scattering amplitude. 

VI. Discussion 

First of all, we would like to say a few words on the formal aspect of the results. :Aany features of the 

solution a) and b) have close correspondence with those of the expressions for the model Green function:; 

in the renormalizable and the·non-renormalizable theories proposed in/18, 19/. 

The solution a) is very simik to the expression of the Green function for the photon. Its spectral repre

sentation can be written down without subtraction (Eq. (2.6 ) ). However, if we develop the expression un-

der the integral sign in power serif'S of .\ , then logarithmic divergences appear in each term of the 

power series after the integration. If one subtraction is made of the spectral representation, equation ( 2.5 ) 

is obtained. Then no divergence will appear. 

The solution b) corresponds to the Green function of the non-renormalizable theory in certain sense. 

If the expression under the integral sign in ( 2.6 ) is developed into power series in -\ and f. , then 

a series of divergent integrals appear, the degree of divergence of which increases with the degree of f. 
Such divergences cannot be get rid of by any finite number of subtractions. Solutions of the type b) hav.e the

refore no correspondence whatsoever with the theory of perturbation. 

However, there is no justification to throw away solutions of the type b) in favor of solutions of the type 

a) which is in fact nothing else than the analytic continuation of the result of the perturbation theory into 

the region of large A . 

As pointed out above, solutions of the type b) show degeneracy in the limit of the switching off of the in

teraction. It is pointed out by Bogolubov/20/, that solutions of such type are of great interest in many prob

lems of the statistical physics. Now it seems very likely, that such solutions will also be important in the 

problems of the theory of elementary particles. It is well known, that the 33-resonance in the 1t'·AI scat

tering is rather narrow. The preliminary estimation using the data of the nucleon structure shows, that the ... 
1' -wave of the 7t'-7C scattering has very narrow resonance. However, theories, which explain the exis-

tence of the 33-resonance, have great difficulty in explaining why the resonance is so narrow/21,22/, At

tempts to explain the narrow 'f# -resonance in the '7t·7t scattering encounter still greater difficulty/23,24/. 

HowP.ver, solutions of the type· b) lead to narrow resonance in a natural way. 

We would like to make the following important remark based on the explicite form of the solution ( 3.10 ). 

Integral equations derived with the help of the dispersion relation, unitary condition and crossing relation do 

not give a unique description of the scattering processes. In order to fix the solution completely, it is neces-
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sary to specify a set (consists of infinite number) of parameters. This fact is not surprising. The disper

sion relation only the consequence of the most general properties of the theory, such as causality and re

lativistic invariance. It does not specify the. concrete mechanism of the interaction. In this sense, the re

lativistic dispersion theory corresponds completely to the non-relativistic models. {See for example/13,14~. 

Therefore, in order to build a theory based on the integral equations derived from the dispersion rela

tion, it is further necessary to specify a series of properties of the stllutions of these integral equations. 

For example, in the case of the neutral model under investigation, it is sufficient to specify the value of 

the scattering amplitude at the threshold, the asymptotic behaviour at tJ ,... - and to demand that the 

phase shift never equal to zero for finite \1 . The same aim can be achieved by fixing the subtraction 

constants. The first subtraction gives the threshold value of the amplitude. The second subtraction constant 

(Viz. the derivative of the amplitude at the threshold) fixes the asymptotic behaviour of the amplitude, if 

the zero of the ainplitude is exclude. 

rical solution of the integral equation. 

This method is convenient for fixing the solution during t.he nume-

It is interesting to speculate on the physical meaning of the parameters defining the solution. The first 

possible interpretation is, that these parameters correspond in fact to the Lagrangians ( 4.2 }, ( 4.3 ) and .,.. 

( 4.4 ), so that interactions, which is not renormalizable in the perturbation theory, play an important role 

in the pion physics ( see in this connection/25/). In other words, the dispersion relation may offer a PC¥>

sibility of settling the question of the existence of non-renormalizable strong interaction by means of compar. 

ing the consequences of the theory with the experiments. 

The second possible interpretation is, that these parameters take into account the influences of the ine

lastic processes on the elastic process in the low energy region. We have, therefore, here a possibility of 

taking into account the effect of inelastic processes phenomenologically in a scheme, in which the two par

ticles approximation of the unitarity condition is used. 

Further investigations show that the solutions of the integral equations describing the scattering of 

charged pions also possess the important properties of the solutions of the neutral model discussed in this 

section. Result ot these investigations will be published in future communications. 

It is authors pleasure to thank N.N. Bogolubov, D.I. Blokhintsev and A.A. Logunov for valuable 

discussions. 
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